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Please read the disclaimer on the last page of this publication.

This Guide will help you to perform pattern measurement on your SeaSonde Antennas.
Why do pattern measurement on your SeaSonde Antennas? Because SeaSonde has unique
software that allows the user to adjust for distortions in Antenna patterns. This greatly
increases the accuracy and reliability of data gathered by SeaSonde1.
In the Antenna Site Selection Guide, you are advised to keep obstructions away from the
Antennas. Certain objects cause distortions in Antenna patterns. The ideal Antenna site would
be completely free of obstructions.
As long as there are imperfections in Antenna sites (as there usually are), Antenna Pattern
Measurements (APMs) are necessary to make sure the data collected by your SeaSonde is
accurate.
This guide has seven sections:

1. EQUIPMENT
2. PLANNING
3. SETUP/CONFIGURATION/CHECK
4. TRACKS (DATA COLLECTION)
5. CLEANUP
6. CHECKLISTS
7. COPYRIGHT NOTICE and DISCLAIMER
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SECTION 1: EQUIPMENT
You will need a Transponder, manufactured exclusively by Codar Ocean Sensors. There are
two versions. Version 2 has several improvements over Version 1. Either can be used for
APMs:

A Transponder is a radio device that, on receiving a signal, transmits another signal.
The Transponder must have an Antenna. There are two Transponder Antenna configurations,
depending on frequency.
Use a single Antenna element, separate from the Transponder, for below 25 MHz. For 25
MHz and higher, use two identical elements, one horizontal, and one vertical, mounted on
the Transponder:
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For frequencies below 25 MHz, you will need this cable:

You will need reliable voice communications (“Walkie-talkies” and/or cell ‘phones):

A GPS (Global Positioning System) device is required for APMs:

Your GPS must be capable of recording its location every 1-10 seconds, and must provide the
exact time each location record was made. Your GPS must also be able to upload time and
location data to a computer. If you are not sure whether your GPS has these capabilities,
consult your GPSs owner’s manual, or contact Codar Ocean Sensors.
You will also need a compass.
You can use the Radial Site Computer to setup newer transponders with an USB Interface. Older
transponders require a serial port adapter for setup. SeaSondeController can only setup
transponders with an USB interface.
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SECTION 2: PLANNING
Successful APMs require careful planning. Please refer to Checklists #1 and #2 in Section 6
for detailed steps to prepare for APMs.

SECTION 3: SETUP/CONFIGURATION/CHECK
Assemble the Transponder Antenna.
For frequencies below 25 MHz, use the two largest sections from the SeaSonde Transmit
Antenna Vertical Element, and a Transmit Antenna Base:

Assemble the Antenna Mast by screwing the two sections together firmly, by hand. Do not use a
wrench.
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Assemble the two-section Antenna Mast to its Base. Tighten firmly, by hand. Do not use a
wrench:

You will find a connector at one end of the Base. This is where the Transponder Antenna
Cable connects to the Transponder Antenna:

The Antenna cable has a braided shield (connected to ground) and a center conductor signal
wire:

Connect the Transponder Antenna cable to the Transponder Antenna.
Tighten the connector firmly, by hand. Do not use a wrench.
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(Antenna Pattern Measurement continued)
For 25 MHz and above, use four white SeaSonde Antenna Sections:

Assemble two Transponder Antenna Elements with two sections each:

Attach two-section Antenna Elements to the top and side of the Transponder:
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The first step in Antenna Pattern Measurements is to set up on land near SeaSonde Transmit
and Receive Antennas. When assembled, the Transponder (version 1), Antenna (for below 25
MHz) and Laptop look like this:

Once you are sure the Transponder is working (see page 18), mount the Transponder and its
Antenna on a boat. The Transponder Antenna shown is for below 25 MHz:
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For below 25 MHz, the Transponder Antenna is usually attached to a railing with metal clamps:

Here are the Antenna and Transponder (version 1), together on the boat. Notice clamps are
attached to the Antenna Base:
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Connect the Antenna ground wire to the boat’s electrical ground (usually a plate, mounted on
the boat’s hull).
Why mount the Transponder and its Antenna on a boat? The purpose of APMs is to measure
the SeaSonde’s Receive Antenna pattern. Considerable distance over water is necessary: .5 to
2 km (.3 to 1.2 miles). A wide sweep is needed, to cover the Receive Antenna’s pattern.

Configure your SeaSonde Computer for APMs.
If you are unfamiliar with the SeaSonde Software consult the SeaSonde Radial Suite Guide.
Use the application SeaSondeAcquisition to turn off Log Cross Spectra to prevent your
SeaSonde from collecting and trying to process transponder data into invalid radials.
Ensure the Computer clock is synchronized to the GPS. Failure to do so will make the bearing of
the transponder ambiguous during the run. If you perform a clockwise and counterclockwise boat
run then the time ambiguity can later be corrected; otherwise the pattern may be shifted in
bearing or even malformed.
The Computer clock needs to be within 2 seconds from the GPS time. Open the System
Preferences and select “Date & Time” to adjust the computer time.
GPS usually use UTC (Universal Time Coordinate). Your SeaSonde Computer may use UTC or
local time. Take this into account when synchronizing your GPS and Computer.
Using the application SeaSondeController open the advanced Receiver Controller Dialog. The
advanced dialog is selected by holding down the control key and selecting the Receiver
Controller menu item.
Set the blanking time to (sixty) 60 us. This will reduce the normal Bragg return, helping to keep
the transponder signal from every being confused with the Bragg.
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Turn the Pulse Shaping off. At a 60us blanking interval, Pulse shaping will never allow the
transmitter to come up to full power. In the advanced receiver control there is a PS pulldown to
turn off or on pulse shaping. Older receivers do not recognize the PS command; the status
window shows ‘Unrecognized Command’. Then you will have to instead enter the following five
commands into the Send edit box and hit return (or click Send) after typing each one.
TRCTL 0 80
TRLVL 0 0
TRLVL 1 0
TRLVL 2 0
TRLVL 3 0
Make a note of your SeaSonde’s operating frequency, shown next to “Freq.” You will need
this number to configure the Transponder:
DO NOT CLICK the “Store” button. The settings you have just entered are useful only for
APMs. After the APM is done you will need to either cycle power to the receiver or enter a
“LOAD 1” in the Send edit box. You should then verify the Receiver settings are back to normal.
At the SeaSonde receive antenna, use the GPS to determine its lat, lon location. Use a compass to
measure the antennas bearing (The application MagneticDeclination can help to convert the
compass reading into antenna bearing). Using the SeaSondeRadialSetup application, verify that
the site location matches the location of the GPS and the antenna bearing matches your
measurement. Note that if either is significantly different, then previously measured radials are
probably invalid. Make sure that your GPS and Compass measurements are accurate before you
decide to change the SeaSondeRadialSetup to match.
Verify “Bearing of antenna 1 clockwise from true north.” Find the arrow on the underside of
the Receive Antenna Base. The arrow should be pointed toward the ocean. Measure the
direction of the arrow with a compass. Use MagneticDeclination to convert the compass reading
into actual antenna bearing

Your SeaSonde Radial Site is now configured for APMs.
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Configure the Transponder
For newer Transponders with a USB interface, you will need to use the SeaSondeController
application to configure the Transponder.
For older Transponders with a RS232 interface, you will need a serial adapter like Keyspan“
and a serial terminal application like ZTerm.
For Transponders with USB, Plug the Transponder USB into the computer. Use
SeaSondeController to select the Port for the second controller. You should find the Transponder
in the port list. Then select the second controller dialog.
Enter the Receiver’s frequency into the Transponder dialog freq edit box and press return or the
Freq button.
The Foffs edit box sets the Transponder offset frequency in Hz. This controls where the
transponder will show up in Range and Doppler in SeaSondeAcquisition cross spectra. For a
standard SeaSonde this value is normally 10.7Hz. The detected transponder range is a function of
the integer value of the offset divided by the Receiver sweep rate (usually 2Hz) plus the distance
of the boat from the receiver. With a 1km per range cell setup, an offset of 10.7Hz with boat 1km
out, would put the transponder in range cell 6. The fractional portion of the Foffs divided by the
sweep rate places the Doppler cell of the transponder signal plus any radial velocity of the boat
in respect to the receiver (this is why we ask the boat to try and follow a perfect arc; a perfect arc
will result in the boat’s radial velocity to be zero with respect to the radial site.) The frequency
offset should be set so that the transponder peak shows up in a Doppler bin between the Bragg
bin and the maximum Doppler velocity. If the transponder peak wanders into the Bragg or into
the DC (0 velocity) cells it may not be resolvable from the Bragg or DC energy making that part
of the antenna calibration useless.
After setting the Transponder frequency and Foffset, click the Store button to make the settings
permanent. Failure to store the settings will cause the transponder to revert to older settings after
being turned off; this would make your boat run useless.
Unplug the Transponder from the computer. Tell SeaSondeController to close the second
controller permanently.
Take the transponder outside, at least a 100m from the receive antenna and check to see if you
find the transponder peak in SeaSondeAcquisition cross spectra. Use the cross spectra diagnostic
window for this.
If you are not sure whether a signal peak is from the Transponder, turn the Transponder off.
Wait for two complete sweeps of the progress bar (5 minutes). If a signal peak disappears, it
came from the Transponder. Be sure to turn the transponder again and check for its return; this
help check that the settings were permanently stored.
The Transponder is now configured for Antenna Pattern Measurements.
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(Antenna Pattern Measurement continued)

SECTION 4: TRACKS (DATA COLLECTION)
“Tracks” means data collection at the SeaSonde Computer, while a boat carrying the
Transponder, and GPS steers a circular arc course around the SeaSonde Site.
There should be at least two people on the boat: a qualified pilot, and a boat equipment
operator, to start and stop the GPS, and to communicate with the SeaSonde Computer operator.
Only experienced professionals should pilot boats. All personnel on the boat must observe
safety precautions, such as wearing life vests. Proper measures must be taken to prepare
for emergencies at sea. Please read Waiver of Legal Responsibility in Section 7 of this Guide.
Set the location of the SeaSonde Receiver Antenna as a “way point” on your GPS. A waypoint
is a point of reference that will be used to track the movement of the boat.
Consult your GPS’s owner’s manual if you are not sure how to set a waypoint.
The boat (where the Transponder and Antenna are mounted) positions itself as close to shore as
the boat can be safely located, and steers a semicircle with the SeaSonde Site at its center:
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On its second sweep, the boat (more or less) follows its original path in the opposite direction:

The radius of the semicircle steered by the boat can be from .5 to 2 km (.3 to 1.2 miles).
A longer radius results in more data to process and record. A shorter radius reduces data, but
a smaller portion of the Receive Antenna’s coverage area, lowering the accuracy of
measurement. For most situations, 1.5 km. (.94 miles) is best. If you are not sure which radius
to use, contact Codar Ocean Sensors.
The boat pilot should follow a GPS to maintain a course as close as possible to a semicircle, and
should not rely on other navigational tools. The boat’s speed should be set so each Track take
about 30 minutes.
The closer to a semicircle the boat can maintain its course; the easier it will be to analyze the
data gathered. There will be some variation from a semicircle due to currents, waves and
pilot error.
A computer file containing the exact course of the boat will be uploaded from the GPS later
(see section 5: Cleanup) to process data collected during APMs. This will cancel small
inaccuracies in the boat’s course.
In some situations, Tracks may cover more than a half-circle. If a SeaSonde Site is located on
an oil platform, Tracks may form a 360° circle. If a Site is on a peninsula, Tracks may be in the
form of a 270° circle, depending on the shape of the land.
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The same principle applies to Tracks of any shape: a boat with Transponder on board follows a
circular arc, while the SeaSonde Receiver collects data.
While performing the tracks:
SeaSonde Computer operator should keep an eye on the transponder signal level.
Boat equipment operator should keep an eye that the GPS is functioning and recording.
The SeaSonde Computer will log data at 48 kB/s (kilobytes/second). A complete, round-trip
sweep takes about 30 minutes. You will need at least 120 MB (megabytes) of storage.
Here are steps to follow to perform Tracks. A checklist is provided at the end of this Guide
(see Section 6: Checklists), to print and take with you to the site:
___Boat pilot positions boat at start point for first Track.
___Boat equipment operator notifies SeaSonde Computer operator that boat is in starting
position (using Walkie-talkie or cell ‘phone).
___SeaSonde Computer operator verifies reception of signal from Transponder.
___SeaSonde Computer operator gives permission to start first Track.
___When ready, boat pilot begins semicircular course at constant speed.
___Boat equipment operator starts GPS recording course, and notifies SeaSonde Computer
operator first Track has begun.
___SeaSonde Computer operator begins data collection using SeaSondeAcquisition, selects
“Log Time Series” under the File menu.
___Boat equipment operator notifies SeaSonde Computer operator when boat reaches
halfway point.
___Boat equipment operator notifies SeaSonde Computer operator when boat reaches end of
first Track.
___SeaSonde Computer operator stops data collection by uncheckmarking the “Log Time
Series”
___Boat equipment operator stops GPS from recording boat course. ( If the GPS has enough
memory and time between tracks are short then it is not strictly necessary to stop the GPS
recording between each track.)
Repeat for each boat arc.
Tracks are now complete.
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SECTION 5: CLEANUP
At the SeaSonde computer, create a folder to archive the collected track data (called “Time
Series”). Label the folder with the Site name and Time Stamp, in this example
“Bodega_010524.” Copy the “RadialConfigs” folder this folder. Then move the “TimeSeries”
folder to this folder.
Now that you are finished with the APM, you need to restore your SeaSonde Transmitter to
normal operation. This can be done in two ways:
Switch the Receiver off, wait a few seconds, and switch it back on. This should also restart
your Computer; if it does not, then also tell the computer to restart.
or
Using SeaSondeController, enter “LOAD 1” into the Send edit box of the controller dialog.
Using SeaSondeAcquistion, enable “Log Cross Spectra”.
You should verify that your SeaSonde is once again operating correctly.
The boat equipment operator should ensure the Transonder is off. The GPS is not recording the
track. As soon as possible, you should download your GPS data to a computer. Without the GPS
track, you will not be able to make a antenna pattern because you will not be able to correlate the
transponder bearing to the time series data.
You should copy the time series, radialconfigs, and GPS data to an external drive or onto
burnable CD(s) or DVD.
Once you have saved the above information from your Computer, you can process the data to
determine your Receive Antenna’s pattern. You can also send your files to Codar Ocean Sensors
for evaluation.
After your Antenna pattern has been created and verified, you can if desired delete the
“TimeSeries” files created on your Computer during APMs. This will free up some disk space
for other data.
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SECTION 6. CHECKLISTS
Following are three checklists, to be printed or copied for reference:

#1: Things to do Several Days before Leaving for SeaSonde Site
#2: Things to do on Site
#3: Clean up
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Antenna Pattern Measurements
Checklist #1: Planning
Things to do Several Days Before Traveling to Site

1. Site
Verify:
a. Site working properly (software running, collecting reliable, meaningful data).
b. Site available (not scheduled for other purposes, or otherwise occupied).
c. Seaworthy, properly equipped boat scheduled, with reliable communications
and appropriate safety provisions.
d. Accurate weather forecast for day of APMs, indicating conditions suitable
for safe boating.

2. Equipment
Gather Together:
a. Transponder.
b. Transponder Antenna.
c. Interconnecting cables.
d. Walkie-Talkies and/or cell ‘phones.
e. GPS with computer interface.
f. Compass
g. Blank CDs or DVDs or Firewire Drive
h. Extra batteries for everything battery operated.
Test:
a. Walkie-talkies and/or cell ‘phones.
b. GPS and computer interface.
c. Transponder (battery charged and communicates with computer).
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Antenna Pattern Measurements
Checklist #1: Planning (Continued)
Things to do Several Days Before Traveling to Site
3. Personnel
Verify Availability and Scheduling:
a. Qualified boat pilot.
b. SeaSonde Computer operator.
c. Boat equipment operator for GPS and communications.

4. Track Planning
Meet with Site personnel; discuss:
a. Date, time and place to meet at Site.
b. Who will perform which duties.
c. Back-up plans in the event of bad weather, equipment failure or other
problems.
d. Need for at least two Tracks, sometimes four.
e. How and when operator boat and person at SeaSonde Computer will
communicate.
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Antenna Pattern Measurements
Checklist #2: Set up, Configuration, and Check
Things to do After Arrival at Site
1. Site
Verify:
a. Site working properly (software running, collecting meaningful data).
b. Site available (not occupied for other purposes).

2. Equipment
Gather Together:
a. Transponder.
b. Transponder Antenna.
c. Interconnecting cables.
d. Walkie-Talkies and/or cell ‘phones.
g. GPS with computer interface.
h. Compass
i. Blank CDs or DVDs or Firewire Drive
j. Extra batteries for everything battery operated.
Test:
a. Walkie-talkies or other communications, such as cell ‘phones.
b. GPS and computer interface.
c. Transponder (battery charged and communicates with computer).

3. Personnel
Verify presence of:
a. Qualified boat pilot.
b. SeaSonde Computer operator.
c. Operator on boat for GPS and voice communications.
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Antenna Pattern Measurements
Checklist #2: Set up, Configuration, and Check
(Continued)
Things to do After Arrival at Site
4. SeaSonde Computer Configuration
a. Synchronize SeaSonde date and time to within a few seconds of GPS, taking
into account whether GPS uses GMT or local time.
b. Set SeaSondeControlller Receiver Blanking.
c. Set SeaSondeController Receiver Pulse Shaping off.
d. __________ Record the SeaSondeController Receiver frequency
e. Verify the Site’s Receiver Antenna Location (GPS)
f. Verify the Site’s Receiver Antenna Bearing (compass)

5. Transponder Configuration using SeaSonde Computer
a. Set the Transponder frequency to match the Receiver Frequency.
b. Adjust the Foffs if necessary.
c. Store the Transponder settings.
c. Verify that you can find the transponder peak in SeaSondeAcquisition.

6. Boat Preparation for Tracks Before Getting Underway
b. Check boat for safety provisions such as life vests.
a. Mount Transponder and Antenna on boat.
a. Turn Transponder on.
c. Advise boat pilot it is time to get under way.
d. Test GPS for measurement of bearing and range to way point.
e. Test voice communications between boat equipment operator SeaSonde
Computer operator.
f. Verify with Computer operator signal from Transponder is received.
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Antenna Pattern Measurements
Checklist #2: Set-up, Configuration, and Check (Continued)
Things to do After Arrival at Site
7. Tracks
a. Boat pilot positions boat at start point for first Track, as close to shore as is
safe, while keeping a constant radius from the Receive Antenna waypoint.
b. Boat equipment operator notifies SeaSonde Computer operator that boat is in
starting position (using Walkie-talkie or cell ‘phone).
c. SeaSonde Computer operator verifies reception of signal from Transponder.
d. SeaSonde Computer operator gives permission to start first Track.
e. When ready, boat pilot starts first Track.
f. Boat equipment operator starts to record course with GPS and notifies
SeaSonde Computer operator first Track has begun.
g. SeaSonde Computer operator starts gathering data by checking “Log Time
Serie” in “File” menu.
h. SeaSonde Computer operator should verifies “Time Series Logging
Started” appears in SeaSondeAcquisition status window.
i. Boat equipment operator notifies SeaSonde Computer operator when boat
reaches halfway point.
j. Boat equipment operator notifies SeaSonde Computer operator when boat
reaches end of first Track, and stops recording course with GPS.
k. SeaSonde Computer operator un-checks “Log Time Series.”
l. Boat equipment operator stops GPS from recording boat course.
m. Repeat steps a. through l. for second Track.
n. Boat equipment operator turns Transponder off.
o. Pilot returns to port.
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Antenna Pattern Measurements
Checklist #3: Cleanup
Things to do After Tracks are Finished
1. Restore Computer to Normal Operation (Two Methods)
a. Switch Receiver off. Wait a few seconds, and switch it back on. Or;
b. Enter the following command at “Send” in the SeaSondeController control
dialog enter “LOAD 1” in the send edit box. Then enable “Log Cross Spectra”
in SeaSondeAcquisition.

2. Verify Computer has returned to Normal Operation
a. Check a Cross Spectra range cell Display to verify normal SeaSonde
operation.

3. Format Data
a. Create folder to store Time Series data from APMs.
b. Label folder with Site name and Time Stamp.

4. Create CDs
a. Record on CDs:
Time Stamp
Name and Location of Site
Setup Files Folder (includes Header Files)
GPS Data Containing Boat Course
Time Series for APMs Data
SeaSonde Time Difference from GMT (if any)
b. Label CDs with date, time and location of APMs.
c. Ship CDs to Codar Ocean Sensors for evaluation, or evaluate them yourself.

5. Gather Equipment
a. Collect equipment, verify nothing is left behind on boat or at Site.
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SECTION 7: COPYRIGHT NOTICE and DISCLAIMER
Copyright:
This publication is copyrighted with all rights reserved by Codar Ocean Sensors, Ltd.
(COS). Pursuant to the United States copyright laws, this publication may not be copied or
otherwise reproduced, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of COS, except for the
private, internal use of COS customers. Any permitted copies must include the same proprietary
and copyright notices as were affixed to the original. Copying includes translating into another
language.
Trademarks:
The designations SeaSonde and WaveSonde are trademarks registered by Codar Oceans Sensors,
Ltd. with the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Washington, D.C.
Waiver of Legal Responsibility:
Although COS has made every effort to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information
contained in this publication, neither COS nor its contractors make any warranty or
representation, either expressed or implied, with respect to this publication, as to its quality,
performance, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. This publication is provided
strictly "as is." You, the user, are assuming the entire risk as to the quality and performance of
the information contained in this publication.
In no event will COS be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential
damages arising from the use of the information contained in this publication, even if advised of
the possibility of such damages.
Right of Revision:
COS reserves the right to revise this publication at any time without notice.
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